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But the posthuman look was already there before the COVlD crisis. Gucci's 2018 (SIS) 
show featured "posthuman" severed heads in its "wonkiest show yet."2 Inspired by Donna 

Haraway's A Cyborg Manifesto, Gucci designer Alessandro Michele questioned the boundaries 
between humans, anin1als, and machines. This is by no means the only example of"posthuman 
fashion." Iris van Herpen created a fragile headgear of circular transparent folds moving in sync 
with the model's steps ("Syntopia" SIS 2018). The folds diffract the face of the model, and 
presumably, her vision on the world. It produces a dreamscape where the human face morphs 
into something in-between human, angel, and alien. For one of Alexander McQueen • show 
(A/W 2012), models were wearing reflective silver Plexiglas visors, making them look like 
androids. 

As the human face is one of the most over-connoted parts of the body, severed heads, 

exoskeletons, alien faces and android visors challenge the question of what a human i . This is a 

first definition of posthuman fashion: it pushes the boundary between the human and non

human. Posthuman fashion blurs the borders between human and machine, humans and 111.i

mals, and organic and artificiaJ. Many conceptual designers can be sJid to create post.hum:m

designs; Rei Kawakubo (Comme des Ga.n;:ons) famously transformed the shdpe of the hunun

body for the collection "Body Meets Dress - Dress Meets Body" also called the 'Jump a11d

bumps' collection (SIS 1997)-grotesque forms that have continued appearing in today"

collections. Through mJke-up and hairdo, AlexJJJder McQucen created a reptilian look for

models in "Plato's Atlantis" (SIS 201 O). He was generally known to create all k.u1ds of bizarre

masks distorting the human face, ranging Crom religious icons, African 111a k , a chairu1t,til

wamor mask, lo even face clamps. Likewise, Issey Miyake, Junya Watanabe, Martin M:irgid,1.
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A POSTHUMAN TURN IN 

FASHION 

Anneke Smelik 

Severed heads, androids, and aliens 

Now that face masks have entered the reality of social life since COVfD-19, they also made 
their debut on the catwalk. In Rick Owen's grunge and glamour collection for Spring 202 l, 
for example, the face masks occasionally tum into threatening face coverings. In Craig Green's 
Spring 2021 menswear collection, the masks become part of some kind of armored exoskeletons 
creating a funny but distinct posthuman look. The impossibility of featuring live fashion shows 
inspired Balenciaga to present the collection in a video like a first-person computer game 
Aftenvorld, showing how digital technology has entered the field of fashion. 1 
















